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						INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR AN INTACT INFRASTRUCTURE
 trenchless technology - simple & easy

                             

                            
                                
                                    Whether you want to expand your pipeline network, make connections to the end user or renew pipelines - all of this can be done underground without having to break up the ground. The NODIG technology makes valuable contribution thanks to its ecological and economic advantages.

                                

                                
                                    Thanks to consistent technical developments in machine technology and accessories, there is now a trenchless solution for practically every type of pipe laying or renovation.



READ MORE

                                

                            

                        

                    

                


			
				
                
                

                
                
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NODIG SYSTEMS FROM TRACTO-TECHNIK
                            

                        

                        
                        
ECONOMICAL & ECOLOGICAL


The economic and ecological advantages of trenchless technology over open construction are obvious:


	Valuable surfaces are protected
	No excavation or restoration work required
	No traffic jams, mo diversions only
	Low emissions of noise, Co2 and fine dust
	The actual construction times are significantly shorter




                        

                        
                            
INNOVATIVE & RELIABLE


The mole technology from TRACTO stands for uncompromising quality "Made in Germany" and technical finesse down to the last detail. The high manufacturing quality is achieved, among other things, by high-quality materials and elaborate tempering processes. Our durable and flexible NODIG systems are designed for maximum product and application diversity, low wear and tear and maximum reliability in practical use. Innovative technical solutions and a comprehensive selection of clever accessories guarantee maximum productivity and economy in pipe installation.



                        

                        
                        
VERSATILE & FLEXIBLE


Our unique NODIG product portfolio covers the complete range of trenchless pipeline construction for supply and disposal. Our versatile NODIG systems and sophisticated accessories offer solutions for all cases. Be it soil isplacement hammers or mini drilling rigs for installing house connections and short pipes, horizontal rammers for pipeline construction, HDD drilling rigs for crosssings underneath traffic and waterways or bursting rigs for renewing pipes - even fout of manholes. Because it is our aim not only to offer reliable technology, but complex and flexible solutions.
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                                WHY DIG TRENCHES
WHEN THERE ARE BETTER SOLUTIONS?
                            

                        

                    
                        

                        
                            
                                Whether you want to expand your pipeline network, make connections to the end user or renew pipelines - all of this can be done underground without having to break up the ground. The trenchless NODIG technology is used in the construction of pipeline networks for water, gas, electricity, telecommunications, district heating, fiber optic networks, e-mobility, pipeline construction and wastewater disposal.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                The NODIG technology makes a valuable contribution especially with regard to the supply security of the increasingly complex pipeline infrastructure, such as the provision of drinking water and fast Internet or the energy supply, thanks to its ecological and economic advantages. Thanks to consistent technical developments in machine technology and accessories, there is now a trenchless solution for practically every type of pipe laying or renovation. And no matter what this NODIG solution looks like in concrete terms, trenchless pipeline construction is generally more environmentally friendly, sustainable and economical than open construction.
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                                13.10.2023
                            

                            
                                
                                SUSTAINABLE SEWER REPLACEMENT IN RECREATIONAL AREA

                            

                            
                                The Volkspark in Springe is a green oasis and an important recreational area for the town's residents. A more than 30-year-old combined sewer running underneath was so badly damaged by broken glass, cracks and root ingrowth that sewage was leaking out. The only solution was to replace the entire section. The sustainable solution: renewal of the old sewer over a length of 265 m using the closed construction method, or more precisely, the static bursting method.
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                                25.08.2023
                            

                            
                                
                                Saving trees one GRUNDOBURST at a time

                            

                            
                                A stunning park in south London is a peaceful haven for thousands of visitors in a busy residential area. With a lake, extensive grounds, a historic Palladian villa and a children’s splash area, Danson Park in Bexleyheath has a long and interesting heritage dating back to the 1700s and is a much-appreciated focal point for the local community.
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                                15.06.2023
                            

                            
                                
                                TRACTO again recognised as one of 'Germany's innovation leaders'

                            

                            
                                Following last year's award, TRACTO has again been recognised as an 'Innovation Leader of Germany'. The F.A.Z. Institute's seal of approval confirms our company's particularly high level of innovation in the 'Earth and rock drilling; mining' category. The rating is based on the results of a study carried out by the economic research institute Prognos AG, which examines companies for their innovative capacity on an annual basis.
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                                24.04.2023
                            

                            
                                
                                Innovation from the customer perspective

                            

                            
                                As an innovative company, TRACTO makes intensive use of modern technologies to further develop trenchless construction and create added value for users. In March, TRACTO's customers were given the opportunity to help shape this development at one of its workshops.
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                                21.03.2023
                            

                            
                                
                                TRACTO GRUNDORAM supports sewer replacement at coastal town

                            

                            
                                Budleigh Salterton is a popular and picturesque seaside town situated within the East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Located at the start of the stunning Jurassic Coast; a UNESCO World Heritage Site recognised for its outstanding rocks, fossils and land forms; it is a year-round tourist destination.
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                                21.11.2022
                            

                            
                                
                                Future technology persuades at bauma 2022

                            

                            
                                More than 3.200 exhibitors and almost half a million visitors from all over the world: bauma has lost none of its appeal and also impressively reflects the performance and innovative power of the construction machinery industry in 2022. This was also true for TRACTO’s future technology. Entirely in line with the bauma 2022 leading topics „Construction methods and materials of tomorrow” and “Zero emissions in the construction machinery sector”, the solutions for trenchless pipe constructions under the motto “We are building the future”, were truly in great demand. In addition to classic products, such as the GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammer, this included some much-acclaimed new developments, which make the already very gentle trenchless construction method even lower in emissions and more efficient – for example, an extremely powerful HDD rock drilling bore rig or electric drive units for various NODIG systems.
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            We use cookies on our website. Some of them are essential to operate the website, while others help us analise the use of our website and improve our services. By clicking on "I accept" you agree to the processing of your data. You can use the "Individual cookie settings" button to refuse the use of cookies or to customise them at any time. You will find more detailed information in our data protection declaration.
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